Put
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Taghazout
Bay
Resort

Taghazout Bay is part of the Moroccan National Tourism Strategy ‘Vision 2020’, which is the extension of the
‘Plan Azur’ development strategy. Setting Sustainable Development at the heart of its priorities, the Resort design and
development take into account the preservation of natural resources and the respect of the socio-cultural authenticity
of host communities. As a seaside resort open on a rich hinterland within an exceptional natural environment,
Taghazout Bay offers tourists tremendous experiences focused on Sea, Culture, Sports, Nature and Ecotourism.
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SOCIÉTÉ D’AMÉNAGEMENT ET DE PROMOTION
DE LA STATION DE TAGHAZOUT (SAPST)
Established in July 2011, SAPST is devoted to the planning, development, marketing and management of the Taghazout Bay
Resort. SAPST is a limited company registered with a capital of seven hundred million Dirhams (MAD 700,000,000), owned by four
prominent Moroccan shareholders:
• CDG Développement: 45%
• Moroccan Fund for Tourism Development (FMDT): 25%
• Sud Partners (Subsidiary of Akwa Group): 25%
• Moroccan Tourism Engineering Company (SMIT): 5%

A unique landscape
Taghazout Bay is characterized
by its exceptional natural environment.
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Taghazout Bay
PRESENTATION
Put greatness into Life
The Taghazout Bay Resort covers an area of 615 ha in front of a coastal strip of 4.5 km of beaches of exceptional beauty.  Blessed
with a rich and authentic hinterland, Taghazout Bay blends into the surrounding Argan hills and sand dunes. Developed through an
integrated and sustainable approach, the Resort consists of world-class hotels, Tourist Residences and high-end residential areas.
Special emphasis is placed on sporting facilities and leisure activities with the development of a beach club, a Medina (retail center)
as well as Golf, Tennis, Surf and Football Academies.
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Located within the rural municipalities of Taghazout and Aourir - Agadir-Ida Outanan Prefecture,
Taghazout Bay is at the heart of the golden triangle of the Moroccan Kingdom:
• About 15 km North of Agadir
• At 160 km from Essaouira
• At 230 km from Marrakech
It enjoys optimal accessibility:
• At less than 4 hours of major European capitals
• At 40 minutes from the international airport of Agadir
• Connected to the motorway network through the A7, linking Casablanca-Marrakech-Agadir

Key figures
• Total area: 615 ha
• Land Use Ratio: 10,6%
• Target number of beds: 12 892 beds
• 9 hotel units
• Target Tourist accommodation capacity: 8 022 beds
• Overall investment: MAD 10 billion (before tax)

Geographic
Location
T

T
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Positioning &
Concept
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Enjoying a special climate and exceptional natural wealth, Taghazout Bay is based on a «new generation» resort concept, offering
a wide range of activities all over the year.

Taghazout Bay Resort has been designed
around four major themes
• A Sports destination: Surf Camp with its academy, Golf academy, Tennis Academy, mountain biking (MTB), trekking, hanggliding, water sports, etc.
• A destination inspiring Discovery: authentic Morocco, innovative architecture, great vegetation diversity, etc.
• A Nature destination: exceptional site, wadis, hiking, blue & green environment, etc.
• A Sustainable destination: local culture valuation & promotion, integration of neighboring populations, environmental
performance as an integral part of the project, etc.

A REAL LIVING PLACE
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Sustainable Development
& Certification
The development project of Taghazout resort is part of
the Plan Azur, and more broadly of the Moroccan National
Tourism Strategy ‘Vision 2020». SAPST, standing for
Société d’Aménagement et de Promotion de la Station de
Taghazout, supports fully this national strategy consisting
of a responsible approach with a major objectives:   
• Preserving culture, values, traditions and the Moroccan
identity;
• Protecting the environment;
• Promoting tourism to drive economic and social
development.
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To reaffirm its commitment to this strategy and to
sustainable development, SAPST has therefore decided to
adopt an integrated approach including:
• A QSE Approach (Quality, Safety and Environment)
applied to all activities and processes of SAPST ;
• An HQE Development Approach (High Environmental
Quality) integrating the entire Taghazout Bay resort ;
• An HQE approach concerning residential buildings
applied to the residential component ;
• An HQE approach concerning non-residential buildings
applied to one of the tourist facilities (surf camp) ;
• A Green Globe Approach applied to the Golf, the Golf
hotel and the surf camp.
All these approaches, both different and complementary,
constitute the heart of the SAPST Management system
and affect all aspects of sustainable development, while
placing the environmental component as a core value.

Focus on the QSE Approach

Focus on the HQE approach

Focus on the Green Globe approach

In its endeavour to comply with the best international
standards, in terms of Quality, Safety and Environment,
SAPST is committed to a progress approach that has
been awarded the triple QSE certification by ‘Bureau
Veritas’, according to ISO 9001, OHSAS 18001 and ISO
14001.

Through commitment to this ambitious and innovative
approach, applied to the overall development of the resort
and to the construction of the residential component or
of one of the tourism components, Taghazout Bay will
therefore offer its future buyers and users:
• Sustainable development integrated into its territory ;
• Sound, comfortable and environmentally friendly
constructions ;
• An architectural and technical design improving thermal,
acoustic and visual comfort, ... ;
• Low water and energy use buildings ;
• Natural resources preserved through the protection of
the reserve of Argan trees and the reuse of wastewater
for irrigation needs ;
• Low-energy lighting in public spaces using photovoltaic
panels and LEDs ;
• Reuse and life-cycle waste management ;
• Excellent service through communication and continuous
monitoring ;
• Constant education among the target population of the
resort to use instructions, in order to ensure the facilities
remain sustainable.
• ...

Beyond the implementation phase and to continuously
ensure all the foundations for sustainable development are
respected throughout the operating phase, the Golf, the
Golf Hotel and the surf camp, were developed as part of an
international program called «Green Globe».

This approach allows SAPST not only to ensure better
control of its processes by placing the satisfaction of all its
stakeholders at the heart of its concerns, but also to control
the risks to health and safety of workers, to limit the impact
of Taghazout Bay resort on the external environment and
to comply with legal and regulatory requirements.
The implementation of this system provides a basis for
the approach of sustainable development to which SAPST
is fully committed, through the integration of a multitude
of economically, socially and environmentally responsible
actions in the design and development of Taghazout Bay
resort.

Via implementation of the 41 criteria of sustainable
development, this program, specific to the touristic
component, aims to improve the environmental, social and
economic performance through taking concrete measures,
in particular, to ensure the rationalization of water and
energy consumption, reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
protect biodiversity and ecosystems, promote green
procurement of materials and consumables, encourage
local employment, work for the socio-economic and
cultural development of the region, ensure better waste
management ...

A certified project:
HQE & QSE
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Program
& Timeline

To create the Taghazout Bay Destination and its worldwide reputation, an ambitious development plan has been set up.
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Tazegzout Golf, the first touristic component of the resort has opened in October 2014. Designed Kyle Phillips, Tazegzout golf course
is laid out on 76 Ha of land and is perched at 80m above sea level with each hole enjoying breathtaking views over the Atlantic
Ocean.
The Golf Hotel, managed by Hyatt, opened in May 2015, offering over 300 beds.
The Surf Camp, managed by Melia, has opened in April 2016, offering around 300 beds as well.
By 2017, a lively and dynamic area will be created at the resort with the opening of the Medina.
Regarding the residential program, it will last over ten years with the delivery of the first units by 2017.
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Tourist
Accommodation
Program
As a mixed use development, Taghazout Bay offers visitors a wide range of accommodation options.
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Within the Resort, tourists could stay at hotels facing the seafront
or adjacent to the golf course. Families could enjoy a wide range
of entertainment activities within the holiday village. On the North
waterfront of the Resort, a Surf Camp provided with its own
accommodation unit will allow Taghazout Bay to assert itself as a
world-famous Surf spot.
In addition to the hotel offering, more than 1 700 beds will be
developed as Real Estate Residences for Tourism Promotion
(RIPT), providing visitors with the opportunity to stay in front of the
beach or near the Golf course.

TARGET TOURIST CAPACITY (BEDS)
Holiday village

2 690

Hotels

3 592

Residences for Tourism
Promotion (RIPT)

1 740

Each facility will provide a special and differentiated experience to
meet the needs of a diverse clientele.
Touristic units: 8 022 beds
- Golf hotel
- Four 5-star hotels on the seafront
- Two 4-star hotels on the seafront
- A surf Camp with its own Hotel
- Eco-resort (vacation village)

Total: 8 022 hotel and tourist beds

Live in harmony
on a day-to-day basis

Taghazout Bay Resort was first designed to provide a lifestyle
of wellness and fulfillment.
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Golf Hotel :
HYATT PLACE
TAGHAZOUT BAY

Located on a high cliff, more than 70 meters above the sea level, the Golf Hotel looks over the bay of Taghazout and enjoys breath-taking
views over the Atlantic Ocean.
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Managed by Hyatt group, this hotel offers 150 spacious and comfortable rooms and provides many services such as restaurants,
a meeting room, a spa and a gym. The outside area is composed of a beautiful overflowing swimming pool and gardens to relax and
enjoy time with family or friends.
Various activities are available around the Golf Hotel, a starting point for many discovery and hiking tours in the Berber backcountry.
Harmoniously integrated within its natural surroundings, the Golf Hotel is an essential component of the Taghazout Bay Resort, promising
pleasant stays rich in emotions.
The opening of the Hyatt Place Taghazout Bay took place in May 2015.

Contact :
Website: www.taghazoutbay.place.hyatt.com
Mail: taghazout.place@hyatt.com
Phone: +212 528 29 68 68

surf camp :
SOL HOUSE
TAGHAZOUT BAY
Concept
Taghazout Bay Surf Camp is a crucial component of the Resort, developed on a 5 hectares site facing the sea. The architectural concept
of the village is in total respect with the environment.
Ecological materials are used for the construction of the camp, including wood which is an essential element to nurture greater harmony
with the natural environment.
The village, entirely pedestrian, integrates High Environment Quality construction techniques in line with the concept of Sustainable
Development.The Surf Camp will offer a variety of accommodation options to suit all kind of guests.

Program
Taghazout Bay Surf Camp program features:
• Surfing school/academy
• Several accommodation formulas
• Restaurants
• Dormitories
• Surf shop
• Kids Club
Contact :
Website : www.melia.com
Mail : sol.house.taghazout@melia.com
Phone : +212 (0) 525 08 30 00

The village, in addition to Surf, will provide a set of
entertainment activities such as:
• Gym  
• Surf repair and maintenance shop
• Storage area for surfing equipment
•  Leisure activities and water sports (yoga, hiking, MTB, golf,
tennis, etc.)
• Beach  
• Swimming pool  
• Spa
Managed by the Melia group, the surf camp is opened since April 2016.
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Residential
program
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Taghazout Bay offers diverse and high-quality residential units,
to meet the expectations and requirements of each kind of
customers.
Nearly 2000 units will be developed in the heights of Taghazout
Bay, offering views on the ocean, the Golf course and the
Argan trees.
Developed in a unique setting, each residential area will have
its own identity, distinct in terms of design and architecture.

Target residential capacity (units)
Apartments

970

Villas

585

Eco-resort residential units

380

Total: 1 935 residential units

Activities
& Leisure
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Taghazout Bay offers a wide range of activities, suitable for all kinds of customers, in order to promote the Resort as a lively
and open place for all Sports enthusiasts.
Surf, Golf, Football and Tennis Academies will allow both amateurs and professionals to practice their sport in a welcoming
and quiet place, equipped according to the highest international standards.
Residents and visitors could also enjoy water activities offered at the Beach Club, as well as Mountain Bike and Trekking
routes provided on site.
True dynamic heart of the station, the Medina connects the seafront of the station to its hinterland. Its purpose is to become
a shopping center by day and an entertainment area by night with restaurants, clubs and shows.

Medina
As one of the key elements of the Resort, the Medina connects the waterfront to its hinterland, with a central position beneficial to
both neighboring villages. The Medina will be the platform for entertainment shows and cultural events. It will host cafes, restaurants,
shops, galleries and public places.
During the day, the Medina will be a shopping destination offering local made art products and crafts alongside top international
brands. In the evening, it will turn into an outstanding entertainment center, offering a variety of activities, restaurants, clubs and
shows.
Visitors can relax on a terrace enjoying the sunset, walk along the promenade, watch a street show in one of the different squares
or enjoy the talents of the region’s artisans through open stalls.

Program
The Medina of Taghazout Bay is the hub of the resort, with a wide range of shops, restaurants, etc.
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It is structured around five components:
• Restaurants along the seashore promenade
• Shopping
• Entertainment activities
• Services (banks, post office ...)
• Craft center with its tasting restaurant

ENTERTAINMENT
In perfect harmony with its Sustainable Development policy, the Taghazout Bay Resort will offer many activities, especially within the
Medina. These activities will be in line with the Resort’s positioning:
• Local traditional activities:  setting of a folklore and traditions carnival, circuits in the form of gourmet walks, thematic traditional
culinary workshops, etc.
• Cultural activities: contemporary art exhibitions, sound and light musical shows, outdoor cinema, etc.
• Sports: street dance competition, etc.

Numerous activities
Taghazout Bay offers many entertainment activities
to its residents and visitors.
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TAZEGZOUT Golf

A leading golf destination
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Building upon Agadir’s golf reputation, Taghazout Bay offers an 18-hole golf course for its residents and visitors. Designed by Kyle
Phillips, an internationally recognized golf course designer, the golf covers an overall area of 76 ha and a playing area of 30 ha. It offers
splendid views on the Atlantic as it stands 80 meters above sea level.
In order to enable golfers of different levels to fully benefit from this course, a practice dedicated to initiation and training is developed
just steps away. A golf academy, built around a golf course of 9 holes, is also planned as part of the project.
Tazegzout golf course has opened since October 2014.

Contact :
Website: www.tazegzout.com
Mail: reservation@tazegzout.com
Phone: +212 671 81 81 89/ +212 528 29 69 69

A passion to live
amidst nature
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SPORTS ACADEMIES
SURF ACADEMY

The development of a Surf Academy reinforces the image of Taghazout Bay as a world renowned Surf spot and enhances the Resort’s
position as a sustainable destination, since the academy will involve the youth of the region, offering them appropriate facilities to
become future champions.

Golf Academy
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On the back of an 18-hole golf course, Taghazout Bay Golf Academy will be developed according to the highest international
standards.
Open to all Golf professionals, high-level players and amateurs, the Golf Academy will provide a variety of instructional options to
teach golfers how to take their game to its highest potential.
The Academy will offer the following programs:
• Training and facilities for all levels
• Private lessons with certified Golf professionals
• Courses for beginners
• Golf Clinics including a personalized video analysis
• Short game and putting techniques
• Latest technologies to help improve swing fundamentals
• Custom club fitting to match the right equipment specs to golfers’ physical characteristics and specific abilities
• Personalized Programs

TENNIS ACADEMY

Covering over 5 hectares, Taghazout Bay Tennis Academy will include several courts and a multifunctional sports hall. It will be
managed by an internationally recognized operator and will meet SAPST’s commitment to Sustainable Development, using sports as
a means for social integration and for training young sports talents to be potential future stars. Thanks to sports-studies programs,
young people will be able to combine sports performance with academic work.
Special weeks and short break packages embracing training and accommodation will also be offered to young people from all over
the world to practice in a healthy and secure environment.

FOOTBALL ACADEMY

Taghazout Bay Resort also includes a Football Academy that will be run by a major international operator, with its own accommodation
facility. This academy will help share Moroccans’ passion for football and will renew SAPST’s commitment to Sustainable Development.
As for the Surf and the Tennis academies, the main objective is to enhance equal access for young people to high quality education,
teach sports fundamental values and develop exceptional sports champions.
Off-season, international professional teams will have the opportunity to train in Taghazout Bay enjoying an ideal climate and worldclass facilities.

Live your passion
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Resort
Management &
EVENTS
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In accordance with its sustainable development policy,
Taghazout Bay has developed an ambitious plan to
manage the Resort and add a little spice to vacation
This plan has been implemented to enhance local heritage, to ensure high quality services and to position Taghazout Bay as a
destination of choice.
The Management Plan focuses on many services in order to ensure the maximum comfort for residents and guests. These services
include, inter alia, property management, concierge services, home cleaning, shops rental services and much more to make life
easier within the Resort. This Management Plan includes also Infrastructures’ management (roads, maintenance, community
services, etc.), security and cleaning services (surveillance, fire protection, landscape maintenance, etc.).
As for entertainment, Taghazout Bay offers a range of distraction activities from local traditional performances to cultural and
sporting events. Entertainment activities for children and families, as well as festivals and discovery tours of the back-country, are
also on the agenda.

Visual identity

Leveraging the regional iconography and the Amazigh culture, the logo of Taghazout Bay has been inspired by the letter «ya» ( ) from the
Tifinagh alphabet. It also represents the salamander and the water to illustrate the Resort’s perfect integration into its environment.

Edition October 2016
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Residential component
Limited company with a capital
of MAD 700 million
Corporate extract : 86267
Patent : 25568258
Tax ID : 3342574

Agadir Showroom:
Casablanca Showroom:
25, boulevard Al Massira Al Khadra,                                                                                                               Complexe de la marina Agadir, Quai Ouest,
Résidence 2 - Magasin 6
Quartier Maarif,
Agadir - Morocco
Casablanca – Morocco
Phone: +212 (0) 528 82 82 00
Phone: +212 (0) 522 98 57 57

Touristic component
Rabat Headquarter et Showroom:
Angle Av. Mehdi Ben Berka et rue Eugénia,
1st floor - Hay Riad - Rabat - Morocco
Phone: +212 (0) 530 67 58 28
Fax : +212 (0) 530 67 58 07

Hyatt Place Taghazout Bay Hotel
Taghazout Bay Resort
Km 17, Route d’Essaouira,
Agadir - Morocco
Phone: +212 (0) 528 29 68 68

Tazegzout Golf
Taghazout Bay Resort
Km 17, Route d’Essaouira, Agadir - Morocco
Phone : +212 (0) 528 29 69 69
+212 (0) 671 81 81 89

Sol House Taghazout Bay
Taghazout Bay Resort
Km 18, Route d’Essaouira, Agadir - Morocco
Phone : +212 (0) 525 08 30 00

